
 

 

 

 

 

Sampela Wot Bilong Tok Uruava 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preface to 2011 printing. 
 

In 1973 with support from the National Science Foundation and 
more personal help from Sir Paul Lapun, others in Mabesi, others in 
Bougainville and my family, especially my wife, I studied languages on 
Bougainville.  My primary focus was on Banoni, with some time for 
neighboring Piva.   I was also privileged to spend a few hours over a 
couple of days speaking with Peter Kie of Arawa Village, helping him to 
recall some of the Uruava language, which had been widely spoken in 
Arawa in his youth, more than a generation earlier.   We reviewed word 
lists I collated from Father Rausch, SM (published in Anthropos in 1912) 
and from Douglas Oliver, PhD (copied from his notes of a visit in 1939).  
These lists were supplemented by a partial survey list collected 
comparatively recently by Conrad Hurd from Savore of Arawa Village. 
After my return to Honolulu in 1974, I received an urgent request from 
Peter’s nephew for materials in the language, as no one was left who could 
teach him the language.  To make this material more useful in the village 
itself, Tok Pisin was chosen as the language of transmission.  The present 
copy is intended to preserve the original document.  To make it more 
useable to a wider audience, I added a translation of the Tok Pisin 
introduction and other clarifications.   

Peter C Lincoln 
3905 Niele Pl 

Honolulu, Hawaii  96816 
April 2011 



































































clarifications to Sampela Wot Blong Tok Uruava, added April 2011 
 

 

 

A translation of Tok Pisin introduction: 

Some words of the Uruava  language 

In 1973, I came to your village and heard a little of your language.  Now I am sending you all some words 
of language that I have written out.  I have followed some who came way before me.  The first was Pater 
Rausch, who in 1912 published an article in German.  Then in 1939, Dr Oliver came to your village.  He 
showed me the words he collected , but he never published these.  Also, Conrad Hurd showed me some 
words he collected on a visit in 1972, but he too did not publish his notes.   
 
I would like to correct and put together all I have for publication, but it is not really ready.  All the same, I 
expect that you would like to see it all even if it is not in final form.  So, I am making it available 
herewith. 
 
I use the letters a, b, d, e, g, i, k, l, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, v.  Also the mark ´ indicate those letters represent 
louder or longer sounds.  I also added the – at the end of some words.  The meaning of the – is that you 
may add –gu, my, or –mu, thy,  as is illustrated with the word  kabe-  hand below: 

kabe-gu   my hand  
kabe-mu. thy hand  {your singular}  
kabe-na   his, her hand  
kabe-da  our hands {yours included}  
kabe-mani   our hands  {ours but  not yours}  
kabe-mi   your hands {you plural}  
kabe-di  their hands  

 
The / marks alternatives.  Also, I now believe that there is no L in the Uruava Language.  If you see a 
word with letter L, it probably comes from Torau Language.   If it is not from Torau, it is better spelled 
with R.  
 
Sometimes when writing d or r,  b or v,  and k or g, I did not get it right.  Also, it may be they are not 
different, such that for example  vesunu and besunu may be the same word.   If you want to make any 
additions or corrections to what I have written, Please send me a letter at 

Peter C Lincoln  {still at address} 
3905 Niele Pl 
Honolulu Hawaii 96816 
{linc@hawaii.rr.com} 
 

or please send a message to  
Conrad Hurd   { retired to Texas} 

 
I would like to thank you all.   You have revealed to me the wonderful language Uruava.   Tue saide.  
{language good.} 
 

Peter C Lincoln 
Honolulu, April 2011 
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Clarifications presented in the order of the entries: 
 
ábe  ‘net’,      abé-  ‘image, spirit’   

• {i.e. accent distinctive in Uruava,  even if inconsistently marked in this report} 
 
agoto/agosi  ‘hold fast’    shows intransitive /transitive alternation   

• the final  /i/ indicates transitive,   
• the sequence /ti/ is pronounced [si] 

 
arakáo eripiri  ‘dam up river’     probably  e-ripi  ‘he-dams’ 
 
kura  ‘pepper catkin’   

• {fruiting part of Piper betel, favored over leaf to chew with betel} 
• {all the words starting with letter L I think are from Torau} 

 
mai ni maratéte   ‘man of mountain’ 
 
pitui   krungutim bilong rausim wara  press out 
 
siapaleu  kain pis bilong wara   a kind of river fish 
 
tirau   bilum buai    pouch for betel 

• {/ti/  for expected [si] suggests this is a borrowed word} 
 
toiaka   belo     noon, midday 
 
tutitapo  mumuim saksak wantaim galip  baked sago and almond 

• {/ti/  for expected [si] suggests this is a borrowed word} 
 
udáka   paia     fire 
  mata udaka       charred wood 
 
vurú-   gras     hair (of) 
 
vurú-na  gras     leaves (of plant), fur (of animal),  

(hair of one’s head) 
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